Are Gas and Climate Goals Flattening U.S. Coal Giant's Stock Price?
by Joel Kirkland
July 5, 2013 – In February 2010, Peabody Energy Corp. filed an inch-thick critical response to a U.S. EPA finding that power plant emissions tied to global warming endangered human health.
The St. Louis-based coal company laid out its arguments against global warming and the need to regulate emissions, by a recounting of what climate skeptics were calling "Climategate.”  The short-lived scandal broke in 2009 when published e-mails among scientists at the University of East Anglia's Climate Research Unit opened the door for interest groups to pounce on the science supporting climate change.
In its regulatory filing, the nation's largest coal producer cast a wide net and pulled no punches.  Peabody accused top scientists of manipulating data, and it sought to cast doubt on findings by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.  By then, the U.N.-led body of science analysts had concluded that industrial greenhouse gases were amassing in the atmosphere and causing potentially irreversible damage.
Peabody argued, in contrast, that burning fossil fuels was good for the environment and for human health.  "Because GHG emissions, particularly carbon dioxide emissions, are so closely tied with all facets of modern life, a finding that GHG emissions endanger public health and welfare is akin to saying that modern life endangers public health or welfare," Peabody said in its petition to EPA.  "But plainly just the opposite is the case."
Peabody continued: "Indeed, the obvious benefits of combusting fossil fuels present a paradox to EPA in making its Endangerment Finding: as the world has combusted more and more fossil fuel and therefore has emitted more and more GHGs, virtually every measurement of public health and welfare has improved."
Investors at the time embraced the spirited rebellion against the nation's environmental regulator.  It appeared to matter little that Peabody's strategy in Washington put it at odds with a broad scientific consensus.  On Feb. 11, 2010, on the day Peabody filed its response to EPA, Peabody stock closed at $44 a share.  Just over a year later in April 2011, Peabody's "BTU" ticker topped out at $72.
Investors and analysts were confident in the company's unbridled defense of coal and its growing emphasis on going global, as Asia's top economies gobbled up more international coal.  At outings with bankers and in quarterly conference calls, CEO Greg Boyce and his team of executives had started using the term "coal super-cycle" with alacrity, emphasizing the company's investments in Australia and big plans for West Coast coal export terminals.
But if the share price in New York is just one measure of confidence, the persistent erosion of Peabody's stock price since April 2011 has marked a shift in investor attitude.  Peabody traded at around $14 this week, near a 52-week low and at roughly half the price at the start of 2013.
Gas Changed Everything for Coal
Investor sentiments are hard to pinpoint, given the cyclical nature of commodity markets and the variety of moving pieces.  Still, the stock erosion has coincided with a macro-trend in the United States of rising natural gas production and persistently competitive prices.  Federal and state emissions targets and utility-level fuel choices point to a gradual decline in coal use, unless utilities or coal companies invest heavily in technology that slashes conventional pollution and carbon emissions resulting from coal combustion.
"The low gas price just changed everything for coal," said Howard Herzog, a senior research engineer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Energy Initiative.  Running old, inefficient coal-fired power generators is too expensive, and the capital costs of building new coal plants are too high.
For their part, Wall Street analysts started the year running in the opposite direction from investors, as they have for much of the past 2 years.  They pegged Peabody as positioned to outperform the coal market by capitalizing on rising U.S. coal demand, analysts said.  Peabody could sell relatively cheap, high-quality coal through its holdings in the Powder River Basin in Montana and Illinois Basin.  High gas prices in Europe are holding up coal demand there, analysts noted, and steel producers in Asia would require ever-increasing tonnage of coking coal from Australia.  Peabody's operations in Australia produce that coal.
U.S. natural gas prices crept up in the first quarter, lending a hand to coal producers in the scrum to be the lowest-cost fuel supplier of fuel to power plants.  Peabody executives expected a 40- to 60-megaton improvement in U.S. coal demand in 2013, and analysts took note.  "Our investment thesis on BTU is driven primarily by its direct exposure to emerging markets (e.g. China, India), but also by its dominant position in the U.S. coal space," analysts at FBR Capital Markets said in a Jan. 30 note to investors.  FBR's take reflects Peabody's continual message: Coal is hot in Asia, and Peabody is dominant in the United States.
Head winds in recent weeks are scrambling that message.  The price of coal produced in Australia has slumped, due to a global supply glut.  In June, Peabody announced its intention to lay off nearly 500 miners in Australia.  Local resistance in Washington and Oregon is slowing Peabody-backed plans to support export terminals along the West Coast;of 6 proposed export terminals, only 3 are still being considered.
The Climate Factor
Then there's politics.  Last month, President Obama said his administration is done waiting for Congress to limit industrial carbon emissions tied to global warming.  He ordered EPA to start drawing up regulations for existing coal-fired power plants.  Slashing carbon would mean replacing more of the existing 300 GigaWatts of coal-fired generation with gas-burning turbines, nuclear plants, or renewable power.
"If you're a coal executive, you're between a rock and a hard place," Herzog said.  "You can only stonewall for so long, and then you'll have to pay the piper.  You might as well embrace technology and innovation."
One equity analyst who spoke on background this week said Peabody's outspoken CEO and the big coal producers, including Cloud Peak Energy Inc. and Arch Coal Inc., "don't really have a receptive audience."  Industry-funded "war on coal" campaigns in the run-up to the 2012 presidential election largely failed, by political standards.  They didn't generate enough votes to defeat Obama in coal-producing swing states like Pennsylvania, Ohio and Colorado.
Since 2010, once climate science skeptics and business critics quieted the climate policy debate, Peabody executives have put a bigger emphasis on restructuring the company to establish its business in Asia and increase exports.  Lately, Peabody has dipped its toes back into climate politics.
Boyce called on new Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd to repeal a national program to reduce carbon emissions, which had been a major policy achievement for his predecessor, Julia Gillard.  "Europe and the U.S. state of California serve as examples of the catastrophic effects ill-advised carbon policies have had on other developed economies," Boyce said during a speech in Australia that Peabody used in a June 26 press release.
A day earlier, Peabody issued a statement in response to Obama's June 25 speech at Georgetown University, which outlined his plan to use regulations to strip more carbon emissions from the electricity sector.  "Any actions that would reduce coal-fueled generation harm Americans," Peabody said in its press release, issued shortly after Obama talked about energy industry dynamics that had displaced some coal emissions through the increased production of natural gas.
Coal is ready for a rebound, according to Peabody.  "Nations such as China and India are increasing coal use, as hundreds of millions of people experience the dual benefits of electrification and urbanization," Peabody said.  "The U.S. is seeing a sharp rise in coal-fueled generation in 2013 as the most economic choice, with natural gas prices doubling from 2012 levels."
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